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  1. What color are zebras?

Black and white

Black and yellow

Red and white

2. How many species of zebras exist?

3

2

1

3. In terms of their scientific classification, to which subgenus do plain zebra and mountain zebra belong?

Amerhippus

Hippotigris

Dolichohippus

4. Which zebra species resembles an ass?

Mountain zebra

Grévy's zebra

Plains zebra

5. Where are zebras native to?

South America

Africa
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Asia

6. Grévy's zebra is an inhabitant of the semi-arid grasslands of:

Ethiopia and Kenya

Morocco and Libya

Ivory Coast and Nigeria

7. How long is a plain zebra's tail?

0.25 m

0.5 m

0.75 m

8. When did the quagga become extinct?

Late 18th cenruty

Mid-19th century

Late 19th century

9. Plain zebra's diet is estimated to be:

90% grass, 7% herbs and 3% shrubs

92% grass, 5% herbs and 3% shrubs

94% grass, 4% herbs and 2% shrubs

10. What is the current population of plain zebras?

900,000

700,000

750,000
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Right answers

  1. What color are zebras?
  Black and white
  2. How many species of zebras exist?
  3
  3. In terms of their scientific classification, to which subgenus do plain zebra and mountain zebra
belong?
  Hippotigris
  4. Which zebra species resembles an ass?
  Grévy's zebra
  5. Where are zebras native to?
  Africa
  6. Grévy's zebra is an inhabitant of the semi-arid grasslands of:
  Ethiopia and Kenya
  7. How long is a plain zebra's tail?
  0.5 m
  8. When did the quagga become extinct?
  Late 19th century
  9. Plain zebra's diet is estimated to be:
  92% grass, 5% herbs and 3% shrubs
  10. What is the current population of plain zebras?
  750,000
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